NERF SPRING 2019 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS
New NERF SUPER SOAKER products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF SUPER SOAKER DARTFIRE
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $24.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Be ready for almost any mission or battle with a SUPER SOAKER blaster that fires darts and water! Deliver a double shot
of blasting action with the NERF SUPER SOAKER DARTFIRE water blaster that launches NERF foam darts and unleashes a
deluge of water to soak the competition. Kids can choose their mode and let the darts -- or the water -- fly! Switch between
modes to take opponents by surprise. The water blaster features snap-fire technology; just pull the trigger to keep firing
darts. No priming for fast firing! The DARTFIRE water blaster fires 1 dart a time and comes with 5 NERF darts. The tank
holds up to 40 fluid ounces (1.1 liters) of water. Includes 1 water blaster and 5 darts. Available at most major toy retailers
nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER SOAKZOOKA
(HASBRO/Ages 7 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Drench the competition with a massive blast of water from the NERF SUPER SOAKER SOAKZOOKA blaster! This monster
holds a monsoon of water that SUPER SOAKER battlers can unleash in a gargantuan geyser! Go big with the SOAKZOOKA
water blaster! Battlers can keep pouring it on with the NERF SUPER SOAKER SOAKZOOKA water blaster that holds a huge
55 fluid ounces (1.6 liters) of water. When it’s time to make a spectacular splash, grab this behemoth and blast the
competition with a huge surge of water! Fill the large tank with water, then move the handle back and forth to swamp
anyone in range! Keep moving the handle to send drenchifying waves of water at anyone in range. Soak big with the NERF
SUPER SOAKER SOAKZOOKA water blaster! Includes: 1 water blaster. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER HYDRA
(HASBRO/Ages 7 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Drench targets with cannon-blasts of water from the SUPER SOAKER HYDRA water blaster! This monster means business
with its intimidating size and a tank that holds up to 65 fluid ounces (1.9 liters). Move the handle back and forth to pour
on powerful streams of water from this blue and white blaster. Deliver a decisive deluge at the next SUPER SOAKER battle
with the Hydra water blaster! Includes: 1 water blaster. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER FLOODTASTIC 4-PACK
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
For splashtastic fun with friends, bring along the SUPER SOAKER FLOODTASTIC 4-Pack! The pack includes 2 TIDAL TUBE
water blasters and 2 ALPHAFIRE water blasters. Fill them with water and get together with friends and family for waves
of soaking fun. It’s a SUPER SOAKER battle-for-4 in a box! Open the pack, fill the blasters, and let the drenching begin!
Each TIDAL TUBE blaster holds up to 10 fluid ounces (295 milliliters); each ALPHAFIRE blaster holds up to 7.4 fluid ounces
(218 milliliters). Pump the handle back and forth to unleash water from the TIDAL TUBE blasters; pull the trigger to send
a stream of water from the ALPHAFIRE blasters. Battlers can pair off in teams of 2 or go solo, but either way, it’s a
FLOODTASTIC 4-Pack of fun! Includes: 2 ALPHAFIRE water blasters and 2 TIDAL TUBE water blasters. Available at most
major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER BARRACUDA
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Swamp the competition with dual drenching from the SUPER SOAKER BARRACUDA water blaster that features 2 vertically
stacked barrels. Keep moving the handle back and forth to unleash 2 continuous streams of water from the barrels. The
blue and white double-barrel BARRACUDA blaster holds up to 35 fluid ounces (1 liter). With the BARRACUDA water blaster,
SUPER SOAKER battlers can keep pouring on the soakage to flood the competition! Includes: 1 water blaster. Available at
most major toy retailers nationwide.
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NERF SUPER SOAKER FLOODINATOR
(HASBRO/Ages 7 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Colossal capacity! Flood the competition with a tsunami of water from the SUPER SOAKER FLOODINATOR water blaster!
Able to hold up to 70 fluid ounces (2 liters) of water, the high-capacity FLOODINATOR blaster unleashes a deluge of
soakage. Pump to fire the water and take control of the field. Nothing soaks like a SUPER SOAKER water blaster! Includes
1 water blaster. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER TWIN TIDE
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $12.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Take on the competition with a double shot of soakage! The NERF SUPER SOAKER TWIN TIDE water blaster has 2 barrels
so battlers can deliver twin streams of drenchifying fun with every shot. When opponents see this water blaster coming,
they’d better get ready for a twin tidal wave of water-blasting action! Blast 2 streams of water from the NERF SUPER
SOAKER TWIN TIDE blaster. Fill the tank and pump the handle back and forth to pour on the water from the two stacked
barrels. Opponents will get drenched as 2 separate streams pour over them at the same time! This NERF SUPER SOAKER
blaster holds up to 33 fluid ounces (975 milliliters) of water. The tide’s coming in and everyone’s going to get soaked when
battlers blast two steams of water from double barrels of the TWIN TIDE water blaster! Includes: 1 water blaster. Available
at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER SPLASH MOUTH
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Blast it or dump it -- either way, the competition’s going to get soaked! The NERF SUPER SOAKER SPLASH MOUTH water
blaster has 2 modes for unleashing water. Battlers can pump to fire a stream of water, or they can open the hatch and
fling all the water in one tremendous wave! Dunk it in water to fill it fast! Open the hatch and submerge the NERF SUPER
SOAKER SPLASH MOUTH blaster in water to fill the tank. Then battlers choose a mode to either pump to fire a stream of
water at opponents or take them by surprise by swamping them with one big soaking! The SPLASH MOUTH water blaster
holds up to 20 fluid ounces (591 milliliters). Soak the competition with a stream of water or open the blaster’s hatch wide
and dump a huge flood on them with the NERF SUPER SOAKER SPLASH MOUTH water blaster! Includes: 1 water blaster.
Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SCATTER BLAST
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Get ready for 5 times the fun with the soaking action of the SUPER SOAKER SCATTER BLAST water blaster! This blaster's
powerful pump-fire action and 5-nozzle blast lets battlers launch 5 streams of water at their target! It can hold up to 22
fluid ounces (650 milliliters) of water and has a flip-up sight for targeting. Slide the pump handle forward and pull it back
to unleash a scatter-spray attack at unsuspecting opponents! Includes 1 water blaster. Available at most major toy retailers
nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER MICROBURST 2
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $6.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Stealthy soakage! Bring along the MICROBURST 2 water blaster to SUPER SOAKER battles for a compact blaster that’s easy
to hide – until it’s time to unleash some soakage! The tank holds 10 fluid ounces (295 milliliters) of water with pump-tofire action that sends a stream of water up to 33 feet (10 meters). Nothing soaks like a SUPER SOAKER water blaster!
Includes 1 water blaster. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF SUPER SOAKER PIRANHA
(HASBRO/Ages 6 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $4.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Unleash stealthy soakage with the Super Soaker Piranha water blaster! It features a compact size that’s easy to carry, so
battlers can launch a surprise attack almost anywhere. Fill the tank with up to 6 fluid ounces (177 milliliters) of water, take
aim, and pull the trigger to start soaking. The blue and white blaster is optimized for one-handed blasting, so battlers can
stay mobile as they strike with stealth to soak the competition! Includes: 1 water blaster. Available at most major toy
retailers nationwide.
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New NERF N-STRIKE products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF N-STRIKE ELITE RUKKUS ICS-8
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Load and fire fast with the RUKKUS ICS-8 blaster! This NERF N-STRIKE ELITE blaster features an 8-dart clip that
automatically indexes to the next dart. The clip stays attached to the blaster, making it fast and easy to reload, so that
players can insert more darts without removing the clip. Load 8 darts into the front of the indexing clip, pump to prime,
and pull the trigger to fire. With less time needed to reload, there’s more time to play, so blast into action and raise a
ruckus on the field! This blue and orange blaster includes 8 ELITE darts designed for distance. Includes: blaster with
attached indexing clip and 8 darts. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
New NERF MODULUS products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF MODULUS GHOST OPS SHADOW ICS-6
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $24.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Stay in stealth mode or light the way with the NERF MODULUS GHOST OPS SHADOWICS-6 blaster! It features a clear
housing that illuminates when the light activator is pressed. Keep the blaster clear to stay in the shadows for stealth action.
Illuminate the blaster to lead the way during low-light missions. Customize the SHADOW ICS-6 blaster with the included
illuminator barrel, which lights up when the blaster is illuminated. This breech-load blaster has an internal clip system that
can hold up to 6 darts. Load the darts, prime, and pull the trigger to fire 1 dart. It comes with 6 MODULUS darts. Attach
NERF MODULUS system accessories to the 4 tactical rails and the stock attachment point to modify the blaster. The
SHADOW ICS-6 blaster is part of the GHOST OPS series of blasters and upgrades. With the entire MODULUS system, more
than 1000 combinations are possible! (Blasters, upgrade kits, and accessories each sold separately). Includes: blaster,
barrel extension, 6 darts, and instructions. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
New NERF MEGA products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF ACCUSTRIKE MEGA BULLDOG BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Move the grip to change modes in 1 fast, easy step! Swing the grip down to automatically extend the stock and raise the
sight. Swing the grip up to automatically retract the stock and lower the sight. Players can extend the stock and raise the
sight to stabilize shots and focus their aim. They can retract the stock and lower the sight for a more compact size to stay
mobile or battle in tight spaces. Be a bulldog on the battlefield with the NERF ACCUSTRIKE MEGA BULLDOG blaster! Load
3 darts into the front of this red NERF MEGA blaster, pull the handle back to prime, and pull the trigger to fire 1 dart. Prime
and fire the remaining 2 darts in the barrel. Players can reload quickly because they can store 3 darts in the storage area
on the side of blaster. Blast the most accurate NERF MEGA darts with the BULLDOG blaster that comes with 6 ACCUSTRIKE
NERF MEGA darts designed for accuracy. Part of the ACCUSTRIKE Series that features the most accurate NERF MEGA
darts*, the BULLDOG blaster brings the awesome combination of ACCUSTRIKE accuracy to NERF MEGA battles! The blaster
is also compatible with NERF MEGA darts (sold separately). Includes: blaster, sight, dart holder, 6 darts, and instructions.
Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
New NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE NAILBITER
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
The zombie survivors are prepared for anything, with survival kits to defend against any zombie attack! For fast firing with
no priming, take along the NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE SURVIVAL SYSTEM NAILBITER toy blaster to fight zombies. Load the darts
into the vertical indexing clip and pull the trigger to fire. The blaster’s 8-dart clip automatically indexes to the next dart
and stays attached to the blaster. There’s no need to prime, so zombie fighters can unleash darts fast to keep the zombies
at bay. The blaster includes 8 Official NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE ELITEdarts. This orange blaster has attachment points for a
stock and barrel extension (each sold separately) and a tactical rail. The NAILBITER blaster is designed with fun details that
reflect the ZOMBIE STRIKE story of survivors who are creating battle gear with parts they scrounge from different places.
Includes: blaster with 8-dart indexing clip, 8 darts, and instructions. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
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NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE QUADROT
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2019)
The zombies are getting stronger, and so are the zombie fighters -- they’re inventing new battle gear and teaming up with
others to keep striking back! Blast 4 darts in a row from the NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE QUADROT blaster. Front-load 1 dart into
each of the 4 vertically stacked barrels, pull the plunger to prime, then pull the trigger to fire 1 dart. Prime and fire again
to blast another dart. With this compact blaster, zombie fighters can stay mobile as they defend their territory. This green
blaster has a tactical rail and includes 4 NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE darts. Includes: blaster and 4 darts. Available at most major
toy retailers nationwide.
NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE NAILBITER: ZOOM & DOOM
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Be prepared for anything with survival kits to defend against any zombie attack! The NAILBITER: ZOOM & DOOM kit is
part of the ZOMBIE STRIKE Survival System and includes the NAILBITER toy blaster, ZOOM & DOOM accessory set, and
16 Official NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE ELITE darts. The NERF ZOMBIE STRIKE NAILBITER blaster has a vertical indexing 8-dart
clip that stays attached to the blaster and automatically indexes to the next dart for fast firing with no priming. Attach
the ZOOM & DOOM stock to the NAILBITER blaster to steady your shots; the stock has swing-out storage for easy access
to back-up darts. Attach the ZOOM & DOOM barrel extension to the blaster and twist it to adjust the length as you line
up your shot. This kit is designed with fun details that reflect the ZOMBIE STRIKE story of survivors who are creating
battle gear with parts they scrounge from different places. Includes: blaster with attached clip, barrel, stock, 16 darts,
and instructions. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
New NERF RIVAL products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF RIVAL HYPNOS XIX-1200
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Spring 2019)
The NERF RIVAL HYPNOS XIX-1200 blaster has a folding stock and 2 magazines, so players can customize it for action and
keep a back-up magazine ready for reloading! Fold the stock on this spring-action blaster to create a compact configuration
for games that take place in close spaces, as well as for portability and storage. Press the stock release to fold the stock to
the side of the blaster. This blaster has a 12-round capacity and includes two 12-round magazines and 24 high-impact
rounds. Load one magazine into the blaster, and store the second magazine on the blaster with the 2 clips that attach to
a tactical rail. Move the magazine release to remove the empty magazine when it’s time to reload. To fire, move the pump
handle backward and forward, and pull the trigger to unleash 1 round at a velocity of 100 feet per second (30 meters per
second). The blaster has a trigger to lock to prevent it from firing accidentally. Includes: blaster, 12-round magazine (2),
24 rounds, 2 clips, tactical rail, and instructions. Available in red or blue. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF RIVAL HELIOS XVIII-700 BLASTER
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Go into battle as Team Red or Blue with the bolt-action NERF RIVAL HELIOS XVIII-700 blaster! Pull back the bolt to prime
the HELIOS XVIII-700 blaster and unleash rounds at a velocity of 100 feet per second (30 meters per second). The bolt is
removable so it can be placed it on either side of the blaster to customize for right-handed or left-handed battlers. The
HELIOS XVIII-700 blaster includes an easy-loading, 7-round magazine and 7 high-impact rounds. This spring-action NERF
RIVAL blaster also has a trigger lock to prevent the blaster from being fired accidentally and a ready indicator to show
when the blaster is fully primed. Experience the intensity of NERF RIVAL competitions with the HELIOS XVIII-700 blaster.
Players can take on challengers as Team Red or Blue in games of skill and precision with the bolt-action blaster that has a
tactical rail to customize it with NERF RIVAL gear and accessories (each sold separately). Includes: blaster, bolt, 7-round
magazine, 7 rounds, and instructions. Available in red or blue. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
NERF RIVAL KRONOS XVIII-500
(HASBRO/Ages 14 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Open the breech to load 5 high-impact rounds into the NERF RIVAL KRONOS XVIII-500 blaster, then prime it with the
spring-action cocking mechanism. The ready indicator shows when the blaster is fully primed. The blaster fires rounds at
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a velocity of 90 feet per second (27 meters per second). The compact size makes the KRONOS XVIII-5000 blaster easy to
carry when players have to move fast and stay mobile. It has a trigger lock to prevent the blaster from being fired
accidentally. Use the tactical rail to customize the blaster with NERF RIVAL gear and accessories (each sold separately).
Experience the intensity of NERF RIVAL competitions with the KRONOS XVIII-500 blaster. Players can take on challengers
as Team Red or Team Blue in games of skill and precision with this breech-load, spring-action blaster that comes with 5
high-impact rounds. Includes: blaster, 5 rounds, and instructions. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
New NERF MICROSHOTS products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF MICROSHOTS MARVEL BLASTER Assortment
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $9.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Blast into big fun with the NERF MICROSHOTS MARVEL BLASTER Assortment series that features collectible, mini-sized
blasters. This MICROSHOTS MARVEL blasters feature deco that capture the distinctive look of favorite MARVEL characters
CAPTAIN AMERICA, SPIDER-MAN, and IRON MAN. It includes 2 official NERF ELITE darts with special CAPTAIN AMERICAinspired deco. Each blaster sold separately. The look and size of NERF MICROSHOTS MARVEL blasters make them fun for
MARVEL fans and NERF fans to collect and display. When they aren’t showing off their MICROSHOTS MARVEL blaster, they
can bring it to a NERF battle and launch into single-shot blasting action. Look for other MICROSHOTS series blasters for
collecting and playing (each sold separately). Load 1 dart into the blaster, pull down the handle to prime, and pull the
trigger to fire 1 dart. The NERF MICROSHOTS MARVEL blasters come with 2 official NERF ELITE darts that are designed for
distance and are specially decorated to correspond to the blaster’s MARVEL-inspired deco. With its distinctive look, these
micro-sized blasters are as much fun to collect as they are to blast! Includes blaster and 2 darts. Available at most major
toy retailers nationwide.
New NERF SPORTS products for Spring 2019 include:
NERF SPORTS PLAYMAK3RS
(HASBRO/Ages 4 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/Available: Spring 2019)
Players can get their game on indoors and outdoors with this set of 3 foam balls! The Nerf Sports Playmak3rs pack includes
a green football, orange basketball, and blue soccer ball. They’re made of soft, durable foam and sized for easy carrying,
so Nerf Sports players can bring them along on-the-go to start up a game almost anywhere, anytime! Choose a game, grab
a ball, and play! Includes: 3 balls. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide.
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